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ABSTRACT
Maintaining space situational awareness requires the ability to track earth-bound satellites in order to know and
predict their position, movement, size, and physical features. However, there are many satellites in orbit that are
simply too small or too far away to resolve by conventional optical imaging. We can use photometric techniques to
gather information about the body in question, but the problem comes in how we interpret the light curve data.
Light curves are created by measuring the intensity of reflected sunlight off of the object as it passes overhead. The
intensity is dependent on a variety of factors to include the size, shape, orientation, and material composition of the
satellite. When we attempt to solve the inverse problem for light curves, we are attempting to extract information
about these different factors. Forward modeling of photometric light curves provides a way to generate a large
amount of data under controlled conditions for working the inverse problem and is an effective way to test NonResolved Space Object Identification (NRSOI) techniques. Currently, there are few implementations of such
modeling programs, one of which only allows simple geometric shapes with the option of antennas. We present our
modification to that existing code to create complex models plus our new code to calculate shadowing on the
complex object. Then we show the results from the new model and a comparison to the original tool. The next
generation of space surveillance sensors will be on satellites. Space based sensors avoid many of the problems of
ground based sensors, such as, waiting for lighting conditions to match satellite passes and a night sky. These
sensors are restricted only by sun exclusion angle and line of sight around the Earth. This allows for more effective
techniques and a much longer time on target. We present an addition to the existing code to consider a sensor in
orbit. The code is generalized to provide flexibility in testing different orbital parameters and provides pass
prediction with predictive forward modeling for any orbit.

1. INTRODUCTION
Space situational awareness is a mission of growing importance for the Air Force and the United States. As more
and more countries develop their space capabilities, it will become vital for the U.S. to maintain awareness of all
objects orbiting the earth, especially as it pertains to U.S. security and space capability. Being able to track satellites
in order to maintain a catalog, will need to evolve into characterizing those satellites. High-resolution imagery of
satellites will certainly provide a means of characterization, but as satellites become smaller or as the range to
satellites increases, it will become harder and harder to obtain the requisite high-resolution imagery (Fig. 1). Thus
other means for characterizing satellites will need to be developed. Research into non-resolvable space object
identification techniques is beginning, especially with the adaptation of standard astronomical observational
techniques to satellites. Analysis of a satellite’s time-varying photometric signature can provide some information
on its form, fit, and function.
A satellite’s photometric light curve is the intensity of reflected sunlight off of the object as it passes overhead. The
intensity is dependent on a variety of factors to include the size, shape, orientation, and material composition of the
satellite. When we attempt to invert a satellite’s light curve, we are attempting to extract information about these
different factors.
Forward modeling of photometric light curves provides a way to generate a large amount of data under controlled
conditions for working the inverse problem and is an effective way to test Non-Resolved Space Object Identification
(NRSOI) techniques. Currently there are two ways of generating this data. One is to use ray-tracing on a complex
model of the satellite, a task which requires enormous computing power and time. The second way, which we are
using here is to create simpler models of satellite bodies and use albedo-area calculations with the Cook-Torrance
BRDF model. This is a much faster, albeit less accurate method.

Fig.. 1. Degradatio
on of high-resoolution images with increasinng distance andd/or decreasingg satellite size.
The initial photometric modeling
m
tool we
w started withh was developed in MATLAB
B® by the Direected Energy
L
(AF
FRL). The sim
mulation uses tw
wo line elemennts (TLEs) to
Directoratee of the Air Force Research Laboratory
determine satellite pass geometry
g
and allows
a
a user too define satellitte size, shape, material,
m
and attitude
a
as well as
observationn location. Th
his tool has been used in the past
p by AFRL to
t investigate various
v
non-ressolvable space
object idenntification prob
blems such as analyzing
a
whenn single facets become visiblee or illuminateed by the sun ass
viewed froom closely spacced observers [1].
[
A version of this tool has also been useed to investigatte glints from
cubesats [22]. The initial tool included very
v
simple connvex shapes suuch as cubes, reectangular paraallelepipeds, NN
sided cylinnders, and other regular geom
metric shapes. We
W ask, can we learn more with
w complex bodies, or is it too
t
difficult to extract inform
mation? In answ
wering this queestion, we had to modify the software.
Our first taask was to creaate a technique to combine thee simple shapees (e.g. rectanguular parallelepiped with
rectangularr solar panels) and make morre complex struuctures. Once we had these complex
c
bodies, we had to addapt
the code foor shadowing effects.
e
Once this was done, we
w compared the
t new resultss to the old andd to see if this is
i a
viable moddel, and determ
mine whether we
w can extract more
m
informatiion. We discusss this work in Section 2.
In additionn to the compleex body modeliing, we felt it would
w
be necesssary to have a tool with whicch we can test
different asspects of obserrving with a sppace-based senssor, which is esspecially poignnant considerinng the potentiall
space-baseed sensors plan
nned for the futture. We againn modified the original photom
metric modelinng tool to geneerate
data for a space
s
based sen
nsor as it obserrved other sateellites. This woork is discussedd in Section 3.

2. MODELING
M
OF COMPLE
EX SHAPES
2.1. Compuutational Algorithm
To model the
t intensity off a satellite’s phhotometric lighht curve, the cuurrent tool sum
ms up the refleccted light from
individual facets of the siimulated objecct for each timee step in the runn. The reflecteed light of courrse depends onn the
distance froom the satellitee to the sensor,, the solar phasse angle, the reeflective properrties of the faceet, and the
orientationn of the facet with
w respect to the
t sun and thee observer. Combining simplle shapes into a more complex
shape requuires accounting
g for the shadoowing from onee part of the saatellite onto anoother part. Wee attempt to redduce
the overall facet intensity
y by subtractingg out the shadoowing area from
m the facet’s albedo-area
a
prooduct.
b
adapting
g the code for complex
c
shapes, we found theere were a few
w specific, majoor portions needed
When we began
for the algoorithm. We mu
ust find the faccets which cause shadowing, calculate the area
a of the shaddow, and subtrract it
from the reeflectance areaa on the shadow
wed facet. Ourr algorithm beggins by finding whether any facets
f
which caan
cause shaddowing are lit. These facets are
a previously specified
s
by thhe user for the time
t
being. Thhe sun unit vector is
used in boddy centered coordinates to prroject the lit “shhadowing faceets” into the plaanes of the faceet for which wee are
currently calculating
c
the intensity.
The verticees of the shado
owing facet aree now in the plaane of the facett for which wee’re calculatingg the intensity.
These vertiices define the perimeter of thhe shadow, buut are typically unordered. Thhe Qhull algoriithm is then appplied
to arrange the vertices in order that theyy appear on thee perimeter. Thhe shadowed facet
f
is split intto a grid of manny

small squaares and we find
d the intersectiion of the shaddow polygon with
w the grid of the facet. Finaally, the numbeer of
intersectionns is summed and
a multiplied by the area off each square inn the grid, givinng us the shadoowed area.

Fig.
F 2. Schemaatic flow for caalculating the inntensity for a given
g
facet.

Out calculaations were com
mpleted with two
t models, a control
c
model that
t was a paraallelepiped withh 1m×1m×3m
dimensionss, a diffuse alb
bedo of 0.3, andd no specular reflection. Thee second modell was an experiimental, compllex
body modeel which had th
he control moddel dimensions as a main bodyy with the addiition of two facce-perpendicullar
panels of 1m×3m×0.05m
1
m dimensions annd with the sam
me albedo. Thhe experimental, complex boddy model can be
b
seen in Figgs. 3-5 at differrent orientationns.
2.2. Analysis and Resultss
We presennt three differen
nt passes of ourr complex bodyy which are just a sample of the total numbber of passes we
simulated. These passes were simulated using parameeters for the AE
EOS telescopee on Mt. Haleakkala with passees
occurring at
a orientations of 9°, 45°, andd 90° to the term
minator. For thhe satellite attiitude, we ran cases for both an
a
axial spinnner and a nadir--ram pointing stabilized
s
bodyy. We simulateed a pass withoout the shadow
wing code
implementted, followed by
b a pass with the
t shadowing code implemeented, then com
mpared the maggnitudes reportted for
each time step
s to determiine magnitude residuals. Thee residuals wouuld show if ourr code is produucing different
results for the shadowing
g version comppared to the nonn-shadowing version.
v
In all our passes
p
aside fro
om one (not shown here), thee shadowing, orr complex-boddy code does shhow a slightly
different light curve from
m that of the noon-shadowing code.
c
While we
w believe not quantitatively
q
c
correct,
shows the
correct behhavior qualitatiively. These reesiduals reach a maximum off 0.12 stellar magnitudes
m
of difference
d
from
m the
non-shadow
wing lightcurv
ves. We have not
n yet determiined where the supposed erroor occurs, but can attribute it to
t a
few possibble sources. Th
hese will be disscussed later.
The first paass (Fig. 3, Eng
gagement #1) we
w present is for
f the complexx body in an orrbit associated with SSN Object
27842 (8411 km altitude, 90.2º
9
inclinatioon, RAAN of 84.54º,
8
and ecccentricity of 0.00010). On Marrch 28, 2009, there
t
is a dawn pass
p observed from
f
AEOS beetween 1537-15553 UT which crosses the terrminator at a 9° angle. The
satellite waas given a spin
nning attitude along
a
the axial direction. As seen in Fig. 3, the satellite beegins with an
orientationn with its spin axis
a toward thee observer. As the satellite moves
m
through its
i orbit, it passses nearly overrhead
of AEOS and
a the observeer begins to seee the lit and shadowed side of the satellite, accounting
a
forr the seeminglyy late
rise in periiodic shadowin
ng. Interestinglly however, for most of the pass,
p
the light curves
c
of the coontrolled satelllite
and the expperimental sateellite are identiical with zero residual.
r
Only during the lastt third of the paass does one seee
non-zero reesiduals thus in
ndicating a diff
fference betweeen the light currves.

Fig. 3. Engagement #1. The top panel shows the simulated results of the photometric tool. The image of
the globe includes the terminator, a sensor site indicated by the red plus sign, and the satellite pass in
yellow moving from north to south. The complex body image is the orientation of the satellite as seen from
the sensor site. The plot of intensity (I) versus time shows the overall intensity in white and individual
facet intensities in blue. Finally, the bottom panel is a plot of residuals or difference between the complex
body with shadowing and the complex body without shadowing.
The second pass (Fig. 4, Engagement #2) we present is for the complex body in an orbit associated with SSN Object
28773 (560 km altitude, 31.41º inclination, RAAN of 335.71º, and eccentricity of 0.0007). On February 5, 2007,
there is a dusk pass observed from AEOS between 0430-0500 UT which crosses the terminator at a 90° angle. This
satellite was also given an axial spinner attitude. Initially, the satellite begins the pass oriented with its spin axis
toward the observer. The residuals in the first third of the light curve have a higher frequency than the actual
rotation rate of the satellite, however the last two-thirds of the residual plot shows shadowing occurring at the
rotation frequency of the satellite. Further analysis is required to understand the difference in the shadowing
frequency.

Fig. 4. Engagement #2. Same format as Fig. 3.
The final pass (Fig. 5, Engagement #3) we present is for the complex body in an orbit associated with SSN Object
27844 (1171 km altitude, 42.2º inclination, RAAN of 83.55º, and eccentricity of 0.0011). On March 13, 2009, there
was a dawn pass observed at AEOS between 1545-1558 UT which crosses the terminator at a 45° angle. Contrary
to the previous cases, this satellite was in a nadir-ram stabilized attitude with its body x-axis pointing to the ram and
its body z-axis pointing to nadir. For this engagement, the satellite begins the pass oriented with its ram axis nearly
toward the observer. As the satellite moves through its orbit, the observer begins to see an increasing and systematic
shadowing effect as indicated in the residual plot. One does not see any periodic shadowing due to satellite spin
since the satellite is not spinning. Additionally, as the satellite passes the observer and across the terminator, the
“solar panel” appendages appear to reduce the overall intensity from the side facets of the main body as one would
expect.

Fig. 5. Engagement #3. Same format as Fig. 3.
We may draw three basic conclusions from this data shown above. First, the shadowing code appears to account for
one facet shadowing another facet. Second, the shadowing effect appears consistent with the satellite attitude as
seen by the marked differences in the residuals between the axial-spinner and nadir-ram pointing attitudes. Finally,
we were able to “measure” the shadowing effect by comparing a complex body with shadowing to one without
shadowing. However, when observing an actual satellite in orbit and measuring its time-varying photometric light
curve, one must devise a way to determine whether the object is indeed a complex shape exhibiting shadowing, or a
simple object with no shadowing.

3. SPACE-BASED SENSOR MODELING
3.1 Pass Prediction and Visualization
The photometric tool created by AFRL and modified as described above to accommodate complex shapes has one
limitation. Currently, it can only model satellites as observed from fixed ground sites. Theoretically, this tool can
model a sensor site at a fixed longitude and latitude, but at an altitude representative of a satellite orbit. Of course,
in doing so, one does not even come close to modeling the effects of the sensor movement on the target’s
photometric light curve. With future space-based sensors planned, we decided to modify the AFRL tool to model a
satellite’s photometric light curve as measured by another orbiting satellite. Most of the tool’s functions and
routines were still applicable, except that now we had to modify the code to accept orbit parameters for the sensor
satellite and predict when the sensor satellite will be able to observe the target satellite under various constraints
such as a sun-exclusion angle and no measurements against the hard earth background.
The first step in the modification was to rewrite the pass prediction code. The current pass prediction algorithm
takes two-line elements (TLEs) of the observing satellite and propagates them using SGP4. It then finds the TLEs
of the target satellite and propagates it using the observing satellite’s coordinates as the “ground observer”
coordinates. Once both orbits were propagated, we had to calculate all ephemeris points where the Earth and the sun

excluded thhe view of the target. The epphemeris wheree the target waas actually lit was
w previously calculated by the
t
original coode, so no modiification of this aspect was neecessary.
Once the accepted
a
passess were computeed, we needed a way to visuaalize them. Thhere are two bassic methods foor
visualizatioon of the geom
metry. The firstt is a three-dim
mensional view
w from far awayy, the “globe” visualization
v
shhown
in Fig. 6. It
I is interactivee with the user able to rotate the
t view to anyy angle and thee celestial spheere projected too the
Earth’s surrface for sky lo
ocation referencce. As seen inn Fig. 6, the satellite sensor’s orbit is indicatted by the bluee trace
while the target satellite orbit
o
is the red--yellow trace. For this case, the satellite sensor was in a higher
h
altitude orbit
than the tarrget satellite. That
T portion off the target sateellite orbit thatt cannot be view
wed by the sateellite sensor is in red
while the portion
p
that is viewable
v
is in yellow.
y
The suun unit vector is
i indicated byy the orange arrrows from the target
t
satellite orbbit. The glob
be visualizationn also shows a green line from
m the satellite sensor
s
to the taarget satellite for
fo
reference. One can see th
hat for most off the target sateellite orbit, the satellite sensorr can observe the
t target satelllite.
It isn’t untiil the end of th
he orbit does thhe hard-earth baackground exclusion restrict the viewing.

Dec projectionn) for a satellitee sensor lookinng
Fig. 6. Globe visuallization of the viewing possibbility (in RA-D
d
blue. Thee orbital path of
o
at a loower altitude taarget satellite. The orbital paath of the satelllite sensor is dark
the sattellite target is yellow when viewing is posssible and red when
w
it is not possible.
p
The sensor-to-targget
vectorr is green and th
he Sun unit vectors are orangge arrows.
The secondd visualization method plots the
t orbital pathhs on a right asscension, declinnation (RA-Deec) Mollweide
projection along with thee vector pointinng from the sennsor to target annd the locationn of sun exclusion. Fig. 7 shoows
the same orbital
o
data as in
n Fig. 6 with thhe Earth locateed in the centerr. The orbital path
p of the sateellite sensor is light
blue when viewing is nott possible and dark
d
blue whenn possible, whiile the orbital path
p of the targget satellite is black
b
when view
wing is not posssible and red when
w
possible. The beginningg the orbits are indicated by thhe green squarres.
The sensorr-to-target vecttor is green andd the Sun’s location and excluusion area is yeellow. One cann see that at thhe
beginning of the orbits, th
he satellite sennsor cannot view
w the target saatellite due to thhe restriction of
o viewing agaiinst
the hard eaarth backgroun
nd.

Fig. 7.
7 Visualizatio
on of the view
wing possibilityy in RA-Dec Mollweide
M
proojection with the
t Earth in thhe
centerr. The orbital path of the saatellite sensor is light blue when
w
viewing is not possiblee and dark bluue
when possible, while the orbital path
p
of the targget satellite is black when viiewing is not possible
p
and reed
when possible. The green squares indicate the beeginning of thee orbits. The sensor-to-targe
s
t vector is greeen
and thhe Sun’s locatio
on and exclusioon area is yelloow.
We found the pass predicction to be the most computattionally intensiive part of the code, typicallyy taking 90-95
percent of runtime depen
nding on other selected
s
optionns. For examplle, a pass prediiction for six months
m
took
approximaately six hours. We added a feature
f
to save the pass inform
mation to a filee so that one caan then load it if
i one
wanted to simulate
s
differrent satellite shhapes for the saame passes, thuus saving time and obtaining results faster.
Once the basic
b
pass prediiction functionnality was comppleted, we movved on to modiification of thee photometric
modeling. All that was required was too calculate the vector
v
from thee sensor to the target and pass that into the
bidirectionnal reflectance distribution funnction (BRDF)) calculation ass the observatioon vector. Doiing so would require
minimal chhange to the BR
RDF calculatioon code. Howeever to do so, we
w had to first propagate the satellite sensorr’s
orbit, folloowed by the tarrget satellite’s orbit,
o
using thee ECI coordinaates of the satelllite sensor as the
t observer
coordinates.
3.2 Photom
metric Data from a Space-Bassed Sensor
Once the modifications
m
to
o the original software
s
was complete, we raan test cases to verify that thee modificationss were
producing correct results. Earlier reseaarch has shownn that the phasee angle-magnituude distributionn for various shapes
have a characteristic diffe
ferences [1]. Sppecifically, it appears
a
that every object has a distinct loweer bound brighttness
curves thatt depend only on
o the shape off the object andd not on its sizee or material properties. For instance, cubees
show a distinct diffusive cutoff angle att 90° solar phase angle corressponding to thee face of the cuube visible to an
a
c
solar phhase angle is 544.7° (or
) correspondding
observer being 90° to thee sun. For a tettrahedron, the cutoff
wer bound or minimum
m
intennsity curves witth
to the angle between a faace and an edgee [3]. Cylinderrs have two low
asymptotess of 90° and 18
80° correspondding to the end caps and cylinndrical sides, reespectively. We
W ran six montths of
passes for each of three shapes:
s
cube, teetrahedron, andd cylinder. Eacch of these werre also run as a purely diffusee
w diffuse albbedo of 0.3 andd specular albeddo of
object withh albedo of 0.3, and separatelly with an analyytical BRDF with
0.15, for a total of 6 cases.
a
to prooduce phase anngle-magnitudee distributions as expected. We
W plotted
All runs off the six cases appeared
approximaately 300 differrent passes for each case, whiich gave a veryy wide distributtion of phase angles.
a
Two off these
plots, one of
o a cube with specular compponent and the other a purely diffuse cylindder are shown inn Fig. 8. All
showed thee defined lower bound curvess which appearr to asymptote to dimmer maggnitude at the correct
c
phase
angles. Thhis feature is more
m
evident inn the cube than the cylinder data.
d
The cube which had a sppecular compoonent
also showeed intensities brighter than the lower bound curve as expeccted. There arre however som
me unexpected data
points beloow the lower bo
ound curve whhich we are currrently investiggating.

Fig. 8. Phase angle--magnitude disstributions for a cube (left ploot) and cylindeer (right plot) from
fr
300 passees.
The phase angle is the x axis whhile the magnittude is the y axis.
a
Notice thhe structure froom the speculaar
compoonent on the cu
ube compared to
t the purely diiffuse cylinderr.
In our testiing, we noticed
d the orbital sennsor has the innherent propertyy of a wider cooverage of phasse angles for evvery
observationn pass. This iss due to the satellite sensor moving
m
much faaster and fartheer during a passs than a grounddbased sensor would. Add
ditionally, becaause of the widde geometry chhanges inherentt in the orbits passing
p
each otther,
an orbitingg sensor sees many
m
more target satellite attittudes than a grround-based sensor, especially when the target is
in a stabilizzed nadir-ram pointing attitudde. Since it apppears that phase angle-magnnitude distributiions can be useed to
determine satellite shapess, the more phaase angle coverrage one can obtain
o
to discerrn the lower boound curve, thee
higher connfidence one caan have in the identification. Additionally, because
b
of the wider coveragge of phase anggles
and attituddes on each passs, an orbiting sensor
s
could pootentially allow
w for quicker iddentification of shape for unkknown
satellites thhan a ground based
b
sensor.

4. CO
ONCLUSION
NS
Modifications to an existting photometriic tool to allow
w for complex satellite
s
shapess and a space-bbased sensor apppear
to be workking properly. There is still however
h
some analysis
a
requirred to fully undderstand the sim
mulated photom
metric
light curvees. For the shad
dowing model, future work would
w
include creating
c
more and different tyypes of compoosite
bodies, finding a method to generally caall the shadow
wing function, and
a creating a generalized
g
com
mposite body GUI.
G
For the spaace-based senso
or model, futurre work includdes combining it
i with the shaddowing versionn, researching timet
on-target for
fo different claasses of orbits, classifying available coveragge for differentt classes of orbbits, and develooping
metrics to define these asspects.
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